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Hotel-health complex "ViKey"
ViKey the hotel oﬀers accommodation of luxury, impeccable service, healthy food and the possibility
of combining holidays with Wellness bath and SPA of the highest class. This is a great place to stay
during a visit to the capital of Ukraine or to spend a romantic evening. Hotel complex Vikey is not only
an ideal place to stay in our meeting room You will regularly carry out various activities such as
conference presentations, training seminars. Our rooms on the comfortable double rooms of VIP-level
with modern design and all necessary attributes. Restaurant a large variety of dishes. Business lunch
from 12 to 15 55 UAH. Meeting room complex Vikey perfect for Your events seminars meetings or
trainings. Wood-ﬁred sauna with Jacuzzi, massage table and relaxation room is the perfect place for
pure relaxation Massage and SPA Large selection of various types of medical anticellulitis relaxing
massage and SPA treatments for one person for the entire company. Salt room A unique place in Kiev
and attain optimum health by simply breathing useful salts and minerals the air. Nutritionist
consultation famous doctor nutritionist physiotherapist jump B. G. Oxygen therapy Modern innovative
method of Treatment oxygen. Books on health A healthy lifestyle is hard work. Our books will help to
turn it into an exciting hobby for the preservation of Your Bank's health. Pharmacy Vikey oﬀers a wide
variety of drugs and medical preparations. For regular customers signiﬁcant discounts Video and
photo shooting Professional photo and video shooting of events photo shoots. Excursions in Kiev 20 of
the best tours in Kiev. Look on Kiev's new free Wi-Fi throughout the complex Breakfast included in the
room rate Shuttle service upon request bath on ﬁrewood round-the-clock free guarded Parking the
best value of services and loyalty programs. convenient location. The hotel is 6 km from the
KievExpoPlaza exhibition center, 8 km from Expocentre of Ukraine and 10 km from Kiev train station.
Zhuliany international airport is 7 km away from the hotel and Boryspil international airport is 38 km
away Vikey it is a quiet place with clean air but nevertheless, it is convenient to reach by car and
public transport using specially puriﬁed water GreenLine in the rooms and the food in the restaurant
is a great addition to oﬀer Wellness services of our complex impeccable service provided by friendly
and skilled staﬀ
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